Next "Alembic" Is Due In Early March

The next issue of the Alembic, cam-

nading Doi to be on sale, stands the week of March 6. Edgar A Kelley, 92, editor-in-chief, an-

nounces. His colleagues in the Alembic will contain several stories by Marvin Gundlach and Vincent Trel, focal contributors to the Alembic, and some more poems by Henry Griffin.

At last report, the editors of the next two issues will determine the immediate staff for the next year, the editors are very desirous of having the under-

graduates submit more material that is parallel to their work in class. Many good progress. As yet, all staff positions are open, and all who feel interested are urged to try for them. The editors are more than willing to aid any aspiring contester.

Fr. Hunt to Talk On Stained Glass

The Rev. Edward L. Hunt, O.P., of the faculty of St. Mary's, will speak on stained glass windows on the television program, "New England at Work" on November 27. The program will air at 7:30 p.m.

College Is Saddened By Death Of Maurice Hamel, P.C. Roche

Providence College was saddened last week by the death of two of its students, Maurice J. Hamel and Paul L. Roche.

Maurice Hamel, who lived at 70 Church Street, was a senior majoring in political science. He was a resident of the home for upperclassmen. He was a graduate of the College of New York.

Paul L. Roche, who lived at 73 Trimp St., Fall River, Mass. The son of Wilson and Maude Roche, he was a graduate of the College of New York.

The funeral will be held Monday, with Rev. Father Kight of the Sacred Heart Church, Fall River, officiating.
From Dust To Dust

"Man that art dust and unto dust shalt return." The full significance of these words should be most appreciated on this first Sunday of Lent, the season that Catholic Priests throughout the world place the blessed ashes on the foreheads of their congregations.

The practice, which in Christian emollience is easily forgotten or blindly ignored by a good portion of the population, has both historical and scientific advances made during the last two centuries. The basic fact is that the addition of spiritual goals appears to have been discarded at the very time when it is most needed. Christ did not make us materially prosperous or enable us to succumb to sensuality.

Yet today we are preparing for the salvation of our souls. He died to bring mankind to the realization that the most important thing in life is the spiritual wealth for which we strive. This fundamental fact must not only be accepted but must also be preached to everyone by whom the profession of being a Christian.

Today we begin the season of Lent. Now is the time to return to the standard by putting into practice these spiritual precepts which in past cases have remained only theoretically valid.

By H. Griffin

The Week

We are departing from the usual practice of criticizing books in a different, yet relevant, subject—the representation of the radio and television on the air. We have not read any books this week, but we have taken the opportunity of appropriating the remarks of some savants in "The New York Times" who have had an opportunity to see these programs. We would have undoubtedly been running this in a similar fashion to Friel, or some other, had we not, successfully using the available complex free systems, come to the conclusion that we are not the only people interested in this matter. Therefore, we believe it is necessary to realize in the beginning that both radio and television are the future of our popular culture, entertainment, and are designed specifically for mass audiences. This is one of the uncommon works we are constantly hearing about. In a capitalistic society, uninterested in anything but the provision of means must, of course, sell its wares, which it attempts to do by advertising. And the audience that is shown the advertisements and which is the appeal to be made to those who are interested in entertainment, is not to be temptuously referred to as "lo! polls." This is what accounts for the present situation of the entertainment.-TheRadio (Continued)

There are, however, two alternatives to this situation. The first involves we have covered that period of time that it is quite possible for us to appreciate things literary, musical, or of any other description. It is only for the love of something that we can be interested in it. The only other alternative is a state-controlled radio and television network. This is more feasible than the former solution, but it is not completely effective. It is one of the few possibilities available to us. It is one of the many possibilities available to us. It is of course, more expensive than the latter solution. However, it is a solution that is available to us. It is one of the few possibilities available to us.

Letters to the Editor

The following is the letter sent last week to the Very Rev. Robert J. Stokers, S.D.P., President of Providence College, by General J. Lawton Collins, the chief of staff of the United States Marine Corps. It was sent to the editor of the "P.O. CO. Times" so that they may realize the importance of the Re- ception of the former President's train (The Army's plans-The Editor)

In the Army we pause to look back on the challenges and accomplishments of the past. Our defense, and the benefit of the Army's ROTC program, is not great today. We are now focusing on the development of the Army's ROTC program. The military and public are very aware of our continued support of the program. We are proud to say that the Army's ROTC program has added greatly to the growth of our nation. We are committed to the Army's ROTC program.

The citizen-soldier is the backbone of the Army of our democracy, and the leader of a constant and arduous responsibility of providing service in our country's defense. We must be prepared to meet the requirements of the citizens who today must provide the infinite service of the citizen-soldier. It is our duty to meet the requirements of the citizens who today must provide the infinite service of the citizen-soldier.

For instance, in our junior officers who today must provide the infinite service of the citizen-soldier. It is our duty to meet the requirements of the citizens who today must provide the infinite service of the citizen-soldier.

The soldier's role is that of a leader. He is to be a leader of the highest order. The soldier's role is that of a leader. He is to be a leader of the highest order. The soldier's role is that of a leader. He is to be a leader of the highest order.

Sincerely yours,
J. Lawton Collins

To the Editor:

We loved and also sympathize with the noble, yet underestimated Freshman who wrote under the title "A Lover of Justice." We primarily laud this freshman, because we are in the forefront of the exalted upperclassmen whose vast understanding of the newsmakers.

Secondly we sympathize with "The Knoxville News" which has been writing about the very same subject. It seems to me that after upheavals not being a whisper of the group of readers who so radically criticize a low- level discussion.

As a minor detail, one reading this letter might glance at The Knoxville News, for it is not only a simple Newsmaker's report, but one which might express their own opinion.

Sincerely,
A Lover of Freshmen of Knoxville

From The Tower:

Prosecution Of Workers

Is It Test Of Investigations

By John Martinis

The investigation of corruption in the government has been the subject of much news and awkward appearance. The task of cleaning out existing corruption was given to Attorney General McGrath by President Johnson in December 1967. His public appearance as the prominent New York attorney to act as a special investigator. From these events, it appears McGrath has failed to get underway. However, there are now two new factors in the machinery, a new committee has decided to investigate McGrath and the Justice Department, and another committee has named Morris on its docket as being involved in a transaction which netted a profit of several hundred thousand dollars. There is now a merry-go-round of investigations of the investigators. This is an unfortunate situation.

Both of these investigations of the investigations of the investigators point to the fact that the public interest in the government is not being represented.

In any discussion of corruption, it is well to realize the political undercurrents which accompany such a charge. This is a red-hot political year and we are not going to go into this but we are going to discuss the matter with the public.

The Republicans can use the charge to their advantage, so it is worth their while to keep the issue alive. The Democrats on the other hand, are hurt by the charge, and they are trying to minimize it. The propaganda has been laced with the fact that the term of office is about to run out. Only words are only words. What really counts are the true facts.

To start out where McGrath-Morris investigation has functioned will not be in harmony with this investigation, as has been found, but in the prosecution of the wrongdoers who are discovered, regardless of who has been going on in the government at the moment.

There will be charges of a whitewash and it will be said the investigation is being used to cover up the investigation has cast a shadow over both of these men it will also be said that the investigations are nothing but the result of doing a good job in their own investigations of the integrity of these investigators as yet, and it is still too early to say, it is reasonable to grant them the benefit of the doubt.

And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but the greatest of these is charity.

1 Corinthians, XIII, 13

I was an hungered, and ye gave me meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me in.

26, 35

O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?

1 Corinthians, XV. 55
College Men!
CHOOSE A CAREER
in the U.S. Air Force

Aviation Cadet Program Offers Special Opportunities for Collegians Now Preparing for Military Service

Here is a real man-size opportunity! You can choose—immediately—between being a Filial or Aircraft Observer in America’s swiftly-expanding Air Force. The Air Force needs thousands of men to train and graduate. However, seniors and students with two years or more of college who anticipate early entrance into military service can insure their future and serve their country best by applying for Aviation Cadet Training today. You receive the training where you made it with the U.S. Air Force—experience that pays off in the service.

WHO MAY APPLY
AGE—Between 19 and 25 years. 
QUALIFICATIONS—General average marks of college. 
MARTIAL STATUS—Single.

PHYSICAL CONDITION—Good health, especially eyes, ears, heart, and teeth.

HOW TO QUALIFY
1. Take transcript of college credits and copy of your Air Force Reserve or Air National Guard enlistment record to your high school or college registrar.
2. Apply for physical fitness test at nearest Air Base or Government health center. 
3. Complete application forms and return to nearest Air Force Reserve or Air National Guard recruiting station. 
4. Accomplish Flying Cadet Test—tight for two years only.
5. The Selective Service Board makes final decision. 
6. Attend Aviation Cadet Training School at one of the major Air Force bases.

U.S. AIR FORCE

WHERE TO GET MORE DETAILS

FORENSIC

Continued from Page 11
The conference is being cooperated with the Radio and Press Commission of New England NBC. The program will be broadcast on WGN and Communications. The event will be shown in the middle of next month.
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Friar Six Tied For First; Playoffs Start Next Week

Providence’s Friars on ice hit the crucial end of the trail this way. Yesterday they tangled with Army at West Point. From now on they will be readying themselves for the all-important playoffs, which begin the middle of next week.

The playoff scheme at Providence was indefinite, but it shapes up as a 7-point first between Providence and Boston College. Since it’s the first four teams that are to vie for the title, then Burville will be more regarded than the Navy, and the Navy is the crown.

The Knights at the Hudson don’t boast what may be considered a national power in hockey circles, but they are well regarded in the general circuit, which includes the East’s top teams. To make it even tougher for the lone representatives, the Academy ranks quite large, although regulation sized. This disparity in playing numbers may have been fatal to our standard-bearers in their second venture into intercollegiate circles. In their other tangle with a college outfit they were powered Brown, but the Brinm scored six of their eight goals in the last two minutes of each period.

In their last Rhode Island Amateur League outing, the Friars were found to be 3-3 stalemate by third-place Burville until 11:47 of the third.

Schлимм...

(Continued From Page 1)

26 points against Rhode, a junior in Providence, left Providence with 25 marks winner each left.

Jim’s success can be attributed to two factors: his health, Vin Costello, who has labored diligently to improve him, and his ability to handle the ball at the line in a fashion that has won the admiration of his fans.

11:47 of the third period saw the Friars five point margin at one stage, but the sensational fast passing and driving of Beaver Power in front of the Friar goal point lead with about a minute to go. The five-man Torgersen from about ten feet out made the score 33-23 in favor of the Freshmen Club.

Power and Bill Howland were high for the losers with thirteen points and Tenaglia named the victors with nine.

The Billmore A. C., the Aquinas Friars, and Harvard Hilliards all won this week, practically assuring the New England title.

The Boston University men have finished first in Harvard’s regular season, and their tangle in the first round of competition in the B.C. has produced first-dustomed basketball player.

The Friars, Schlimm writes in coming up from the small town of St. Mary’s, Pa., 13,000, where he was an outstanding high-school basketball player, at St. Mary’s Catholic. In his senior year he has the team in order by averaging 40 points. This small town should be quite familiar to P.C. since the Aquinas Friars hold a wealth of Boston’s finest. The Friars’ cause. Our present Tom is a seasoned athlete who is not going to be his last game at the Mount, and St. Joe’s, of his thirty-year, both with the world’s top of St. Mary’s.

Most people think of Jim as distinctly a scorer, a possessor of a hook shot from the outside, a well-handled point from the outside, but they fail to realize how fine Jim is as the leading rebounder. Too many people tend to disregard Jim because he is not the "Fancy Dan" type of ball player but to those people I recommend a look at the record book after the game to see who has gathered in all the rebounds and scored all the points. It is usually the quietest and most unassuming of players.

My personal opinion as to why Schlimm is one of the best ball players in the country is that he is able to get his shot away fast. Jim lets the ball fly towards the basket as soon as he gets it because he is impossible to defend against it. In fact Jim has the ball through the basket to the tune of 97 points. Good luck!

PC, Fairfield In Last Home Title Tonight

By Phil Griffls

There are two big games on the agenda this week, one at home, the other away. Tonight the Friars face off with the Bradley-Biga and Friday the Rhode Island Ralies at good old Redman Hall at Kingston. The local lads have just completed their very successful road basket which in them knocked over Bowdoin, Bates, and Springfield. The only thing which marred the trip was the cancelation of their game with highly touted Colby. Jack Frost dropped his máxima.

batter the Friars north and rail until Keene was nearly smothered by the mass of bodies. Johnny Mullen late in the game, Fairfield, by the way, went over the century mark as more than a moral at Arnold.

And to add to Mr. Johnny Hansons plot, he even suggests that “I’ll be able to exhibit the wares of Bobby Markovic, his highly touted pickup, and one handout in a very effective way from the stance while nursing an injury to his ailing thigh. Markovic has seen

Farihouse Five Tops Donnelly In Dorn Thriller

By Bill Davis

Dorn Laughlin’s basketball operated on a full scale last week with practic- ally all eighteen clubs taking part. The first game of the night was the clash between the Donnelly Alumni and the Farihouse Five. The latter club won by one point in what proved to be the most thrilling contest of the night.

The Farihouse Five got off to a hot start on the first quarter mar- gin at one stage, but the sensational fast passing and driving of Beaver Power in front of the Friar goal point lead with about a minute to go. The five-man Torgersen from about ten feet out made the score 33-23 in favor of the Freshmen Club.

Power and Bill Howland were high for the losers with thirteen points and Tenaglia named the victors with nine.

The Billmore A. C., the Aquinas Friars, and Harvard Hilliards all won this week, practically assuring the New England title.

The Boston University men have finished first in Harvard’s regular season, and their tangle in the first round of competition in the B.C. has produced f...
Vets Asked To Refrain From Dividend Queries
Rhode Island and Southeastern Massachusetts veterans were asked to-day to refrain from writing inquiries letters concerning their 1962 National Service Life Insurance dividend, so that the speediest possible payment of the dividend can be accomplished.

Acting Manager Edward D. Graham of the V.A.'s Providence Regional Office, said that all policy holders are being mailed a reply postcard from which they may select cash pay- ment of the dividend or have it applied as a credit against future delin- quent premiums payments.

He pointed out that the inquiring letters being received in V.A.'s Palla- delphia District Office only slow the gigantic task of processing the thousands of dividends already scheduled for payment. Payment will be made subsequent to the anniversary date of the individual's policy.

To lead an untrainted people to war is to throw them away.—Centurias
To be prepared for war is one of the most effective means of preserving peace.

Freedom of the press is the stuff of life for any vital democracy.—Wendell L. Wilkie

Prohibition is the child of ignorance.—Humphrey

Victory belongs to the most persevering.—Washington

Newspapers are the world's nurseries.—James Eliot

PC-Fairfield

(Continued from Page 4) this time they tried a good chance of bringing home the bacon. Their un- precededented perfect perfect road trip is the cause for all this optimism.
Rhode Island gained the measure of Providence in their last meeting on the basis of superior board work and fine solo shooting. P.C. matched the Rams from the floor, but it looked like the Big Parade in the last quarter as the local luminaries faded their way out of the ball game and Rams after Rams strode to the free throw stripe.
Although Congleton and Helwig must be credited for controlling both backboards, the Friars lost their own game through inconsistency from the floor more than a lack of height. Providence played a highly creditable de-fenitive game, but it failed to make up for their inefficiency on offense. Only Jim Schlimm, who, by the way, is within sight of the highly coveted one thousand point mark and Bobby Moran hit with any regularity, while RIU divided the scoring among most of the operators.

Prendergast Looks Good
Mr. Cuddy was pleased with the road trip in which he watched his charges edge Bowdoin 68-63, drub Bates 84-58, and upset Springfield in her own backyard, 71-69. He was espe- cially pleased with the work of Phil Lynch, Kenny Kerr, and Tommy Mul- lins, who has been playing with a bad leg. He showed positive joy over the great play of Bob Prendergast at Springfield. Bob scored 17 points, but that's only half the story. He was great off the boards and saved the Friar cause with the greatest game of his collegiate career. The remembrance of the big man may mean the difference in the RIU game. Ray Kwiecinski comes in for his lion's share of the credit in the Springfield game, too. His 17 points were also a vital factor in the victory.

The time is 1460 in England. The galloon, Mayflower, is about to set sail. The first mate is about to call the roll.
'Mile Standish,'
'Milo Bradish,'
'Milo Taylor,'
'Milo Pinkelman,'
'Excuse me, Mr. Mayer,' interrupt the captain, 'I say what's going on here?'
'I'm trying to see how many miles I can get to the galloon.'

—The Varsity News.

Sharps . . .

(Continued from Page 3) see the ballot below, now all you have to do is just fill in next to the designated instrument. The artist you think has shown the best presenta- tion on wax or in person. It's simple and won't take too much time. The total votes will be compiled, and in a forth coming issue the names of the winners will be announced. That all there is to it, so just cut out the ballot, fill it out, and drop it in the Cowl Box in the rotunda of Har- kins Hall.

ALL STAR BALLOT
INSTRUMENT ARTIST
Clarinet
Auto
Tenor Tuba
Baritone
Trombone
Trumpet
Piano
Guitar
Bass
Drums
Harp Instrument
Arranger
Male Vocalist
Female Vocalist
Top Band
Top Small Group
Congress . . .

(Continued from Page 1) the year is crowded, and that all events must be cleared by the com- mittee.

The amendment proposed by Junior Representative Steel, that would define the powers of the classes was returned by the Legislative commit- tee with the recommendation that if it should be substituted a bill of par- ticipation, similar to that of the Na- tional Federation of Catholic College Students Committee. This bill would be drawn up by the class presidents themselves.

President William McMahon, in his report to the Congress, reiterated the necessity of clearing social events with the student Congress calendar. He also told the Congress that the Red Cross Bloodmobile would be an campus during the month of April. Further details of the blood campaign are to be announced at the next meet- ing of the group.

SPIRITUAL READING FOR THE LENTEN SEASON
Lenten Missals
Daily Missals
Sunday Missals
Dominican Missals
New Testaments
Bibles
Encyclicals on Timely Topics
The Question Box

A good selection of Catholic Liter- ature on hand at all times. We will gladly order any book not in stock.

THE BOOKSTORE